
TO HOLME MOSS & BACK 

Beginning at Holmbridge and heading to Holme Moss before 
heading back down to your starting point in another loop road. The 
first part of the route is the climb and the second all descent. In all 
walks, there is an a opportunity to take in one of our excellent local 
businesses, amazing picnic spots and places where you can just 
soak in the surrounds. Enjoy it at sunrise or sunset and you will get 
a completely different experience - deers, owls and hares are 
rabbits aplenty in this area depending on the time of the year that 
you walk. However you want to take in this walk, I hope that you 
have the fun that it was intended to have. 


Walks with Marty  

Marty is our dog. He is a rescue dog - a black Labrador, crossed with…well we don’t actually know but 
people keep saying to him that he is a BIG DOG. Marty joined our family in February 2020 and has been a 
massive part in helping us to discover every nook and cranny of the Valley and beyond. Our walks are 
mostly an hour (some a little bit more) as we discovered many inches of where we live during our 1 hour 
exercise during lockdown. We hope that these events, walks and activities are something that you can 
enjoy too. Our plan is that we have routes that bring in as much of the beauty of where we live as possible; 
so be prepared to look up from your instructions and phones and breath in the beauty of where we live. So, 
come along and Walk with us…Walk with Marty. 


PS. Please take a look at Facebook and Instagram and have a look at Walks with Marty to follow pictures 
from our Walks as we scope out more places in and around the Valley.


Helping the Holme Valley  

Whilst I have given this challenge away for free and will do 
on all subsequent ones that I write, I have set up a 
GoFundMe page for voluntary donations. The money will 
be given to causes in the Holme Valley who are supporting 
people in need; from the Schools to the Foodbank. I 
believe that now more than ever that there are people who 
need the support and kindness of others, so I am ready to 
stand up for those people. The link to donate is HERE - 
don’t worry, if you are not able to donate, that is ok too. 
Please, just go and enjoy. 


HOLME MOSS 
Reach the foot of the 
Holme Moss Climb

VALLEY VIEWS 
Some amazing views of 

the Valley

RESERVOIRS 
Some amazing valley 
views throughout the 

route

https://www.gofundme.com/f/holmbridge-treasure-hunt?utm_source=customer&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_campaign=p_cf%20share-flow-1&fbclid=IwAR1xMlan97qwLQtvtyt7byTaTGe-e2bivVf_pfo4g2ZJ_fDhU_rxzkgderI


Instructions  

PART OF THE ROUTE COULD BE STEEP AND COULD INCLUDE UNEVEN 
FOOTPATHS. PLEASE BE CAREFUL, PARTICULARLY WHEN IT HAS BEEN WET - 
MAKE SURE THAT YOU JUDGE CONDITIONS BEFORE WALKING.


Please remember to not leave litter and to act responsibly on the walk as we walk past 
properties and remember to pick up any rubbish and if you are taking your four legged 
friend, remember to bring poo bags! 


Your route will take you past some great views, past some of our beautiful scenery and 
close to some of our fantastic local businesses - I will try and call these out where I can. 
If you can, go in and support them too if you feel comfortable to do so. Hope that you 
enjoy and HAVE FUN! 


Please remember that some parts of the route will be near the main road and some on 
smaller roads. Please always remember that cars and other vehicles will be on those 
roads, so do keep aware and follow the highway code. 


These activities will need to be taken at your own risk. Please note, if it has been raining 
that there are parts of any of the routes that I have written that may be muddy, slippy 
and not that great…so be prepared and wear the right footwear and clothing. 


Route   

1. Leave St.Davids Church in Holmbridge (feel free to park in the Car Park), heading 
right and then take a left to follow the path next to the Cricket Field and down past 
the river 


2. When you reach the end of the path, you will find steps to the right that then take 
you through a small woodland and up to the main road. 


3. Reach Digley Reservoir and take a left over the Reservoir and follow the road to 
Holme Village (be careful here as no pavement rom Digley to Holme)


4. Continue through the Village, through Lane Village and you will see Holme Moss in 
front of you. Be careful again as the pavement disappears.  


5. The road drops down into a sharp left before rising slightly. You will then see a 
gravel track appear on the left with a Public Footpath to follow. 


6. Continue to follow this road now back down through the Valley passing Yateholme, 
Brownhill, Ramadan and Riding Wood reservoirs with great places for picnics en-
route. 


7. Continue to follow the path as you begin to reach your starting point again. 

8. The final descent is a steepish part of the road that then bears left over the bridge 

next to the Mill and back to the Main Road and your starting point. 


Thank you for joining us.


8.14km 
Up to 9km 
depending 
upon 
variations 

222m 
Elevation 
A climb to 
222m before 
the descent on  
the route 

2hr 30 mins 
to 3 hrs - 
Dependent 
upon pace & 
ability 

Take the time 
to look at the 
views. A 
couple of 
opportunities 
to have that 
picnic - take 
your time and 
enjoy! 
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